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The 20th century encompassed enormous
change in the structure of the U.S.

economy.  Two World Wars and the Korean
and Viet Nam conflicts, combined with the
Great Depression, OPEC oil embargoes, major
structural changes in the global economy, and
revolutionary computer technologies, all il-
lustrate the importance of understanding how
such shocks have affected our economy and
will continue to affect it in the coming de-
cades.

At the same time, the 20th century wit-
nessed the evolution of the Federal statistical
system.  Methodological innovations, such as
sampling theory, national income accounting,
and the incorporation of computer technol-
ogy, all improved the quality and timeliness of
specific statistics.1   In addition, the develop-
ment of standardized classification systems
provided more consistency across data sys-
tems.  Classification systems create an order
that demonstrates relationships and facilitates
analysis.

In the statistical world, the availability of a
universal classification system facilitates com-
parisons of findings across data collection ef-
forts.  At an even more basic level, classifica-
tion systems are necessary to translate micro-
data into tables and charts that can be under-
stood by data users.

Clearly, statisticians and economists need
to work from a common base of classification,
both for industries and for occupations.  In a
dynamic economy, any classification system
must, of necessity, be a work in progress, con-
tinually balancing the need for a current and
accurate description of the economy with the
need for consistent time series data.

The purpose of this chapter is to present
the evolution of classification systems in use
in this country over the past 100 years for
both industry and occupational data collection
efforts.  It would make for a better story if we
could point to specific technological develop-
ments, such as the invention of the telephone

or the semiconductor as the impetuses for
change.2   The fact is, however, that our econ-
omy has evolved as much in response to so-
cial, political, and economic factors, such as
wars and depressions, as it has to specific tech-
nological innovations.  That evolution has
been taking place steadily over all of the past
100 years, and would require a lengthy volume
indeed to spell out all the factors of change
that have been involved.  Our hope here is to
give an outline of the factors leading to sev-
eral key developments in U.S. economic tax-
onomy and, finally, to look to the future with
some ideas of how our current classification
systems will serve us in the coming decades.

Industry Classification
Industry-based data collection began in 1810
with the institution of the Census of Manufac-
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tures.3   Agriculture, mining, and fisheries cen-
suses followed in 1840, and the Census of Gov-
ernments began in 1850.  Data were collected
by a number of agencies, among them the U.S.
Treasury Department and the U.S. Depart-
ment of State.

The censuses carried out in 1810, 1820,
and 1840 provided little more than the gross
outlines of manufacturing development.  The
reasons are many, and include the fact that the
Federal marshals who supervised the field op-
erations also had other duties, and often were
unable to devote the necessary time and atten-
tion to the censuses given into their charge.
The marshals’ assistants, the actual census
enumerators, often were given only very
sketchy direction or none at all, and may have
had difficulty eliciting answers to the more
complex economic questions embodied in the
business censuses.

The marshals had the responsibility for
compiling and classifying the data gathered in
their jurisdiction.  This decentralization intro-
duced some irregularities in the reported infor-
mation because the marshals were not trained
statisticians, and they often used divergent
procedures in carrying out their census duties.
To add to the difficulties, many of the entre-
preneurs of the day believed that the govern-
ment should play a minimal role in economic
affairs, and were suspicious and uncooperative
when asked to provide information about their
business to Federal agents.  In many other cases,
the enumerators were faced with businesses that
maintained little or no ongoing record of their
operations, and whose owners or managers were
thus unable to answer the detailed queries with
any more than the sketchiest estimates.

Industry classifications were very rough and
ready during the first three manufacturing cen-
sus efforts.  The classification, such as it was,
reflected a primarily demand- or market-ori-
ented approach, which lumped more or less
substitutable products into loose industry group-
ings.  As a result of the inaccuracies of these
first censuses, Congress established the Census
Board, precursor to today’s Census Bureau, on
March 3, 1849.  The Census Board oversaw
the collection of data from establishments
(once again by Federal marshals’ deputies) and
carried out the compilation in Washington with
a cadre of trained clerks supervised by statisti-
cians.  Data items were classified by industry
based on the product that the respondent said
was produced at the establishment in largest
quantity, essentially leaving the question of

classification up to the respondents themselves.
Early critics of the Census Board’s indus-

try-based data collection programs noted that,
because of the lack of focus on industry classi-
fication, not enough information was collected
to adequately estimate total production of spe-
cific commodities across the economy.  In 1925,
analyst Laurence F. Schmeckebier described
problems in classifying information on the fla-
voring extract industry.4   Results of the 1921
Census of Manufactures showed the output of
this industry to be $33,060,000, but this figure
included output of other, secondary products
by the industry that were not identified by
commodity.  Moreover, another $14,372,692
worth of flavoring extracts were produced as
secondary products of other industries, al-
though those industries were not themselves
identified.  It thus was impossible to determine
the value of production of the commodity fla-
voring extracts from published reports on the
1921 Census of Manufactures.  Indeed, prob-
lems surrounding how data were collected and
what data were collected were so pressing that
the issue of how industries were defined was
not examined critically during the first 100
years or more of data collection.

Mobilization for World War I forced a num-
ber of Federal statistical agencies to the real-
ization that they needed to collect data on an
industry basis.  Quite a few disjointed and in-
consistent methods of defining industries sprang
up, and the business establishments that were
asked to respond to these data requests became
alarmed at the lack of coordination and what
they saw as poorly designed data collection
efforts.  The response burden quickly grew to
the point that, in 1918, the War Industries
Board established the Central Bureau of Plan-
ning and Statistics.5   The Bureau undertook
to:

(1) improve statistical operations by de-
veloping uniform standards and definitions,

(2) catalog government statistics, and
(3) advise agencies on statistical methods.

In 1919, the functions of this agency were
transferred to the fledgling Bureau of Effi-
ciency, which concerned itself with the coor-
dination of statistical programs.  It issued a
report in 1922, recommending the centraliza-
tion of nonadministrative statistical work in a
Federal Bureau of Statistics, at which point the
Bureau was disbanded, presumably to make
room for this newly recommended central sta-
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tistical office.  The Bureau of Statistics was,
however, never approved, and the issues of
statistical and classification oversight were ef-
fectively shelved for the remainder of the
1920s.

As a result of the Great Depression and
also because of political developments in Eu-
rope, interest once again grew in the mid-1930s
for greater coordination of Federal statistical
programs.  On July 27, 1933, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt signed an Executive
Order, prepared by a committee of the Ameri-
can Statistical Association and the Social Sci-
ence Research Council, authorizing the for-
mation of the Central Statistical Board (CSB).
CSB had as its primary responsibility “to for-
mulate standards for and to effect coordina-
tion of the statistical services of the Federal
Government incident to the purpose of the
National Industrial Recovery Act.”  While four
earlier attempts to coordinate Federal statis-
tics programs had failed, CSB (through its suc-
cessor agencies) was destined to survive right
up to the present day.  Most germane to the
present discussion was the formation by the
CSB in 1937 of an Interdepartmental Com-
mittee on Industrial Classification “to develop
a plan of classification of various types of
statistical data by industries and to promote
the general adoption of such classification as
the standard classification of the Federal Gov-
ernment.”

Standardization of the industry classifica-
tion plan was an important objective because
various agencies were once again collecting
industrial data, each using its own classifica-
tion scheme.  Such a situation made the com-
parison of industrial data prepared by different
agencies difficult and often misleading.  Work
began on this standardized industrial classifica-
tion in June 1938, and was guided by the fol-
lowing general principles:

1) The classification should conform to
the existing structure of American industry.

2) The reporting units to be classified are
establishments rather than legal entities or
companies.

3) Each establishment is to be classified
according to its major activity.

4) To be recognized as an industry, each
group of establishments must have significance
from the standpoint of the number of estab-
lishments, number of wage earners, volume of
business, employment and payroll fluctuations,
and other important economic features.

The Standard Industrial Classification
system
The result of all this work was compiled as the
Standard Industrial Classification Manual
(SIC) and was issued in duplicated form as two
volumes: Volume 1, Manufacturing Industries
(released primarily in 1939) and Volume 2,
Nonmanufacturing Industries (released prima-
rily in 1940).6   The results were reviewed in
light of the experiences of the agencies mak-
ing use of the new classification system, and
the first printed edition of the SIC was pub-
lished for manufacturing industries in 1941 and
for nonmanufacturing industries in 1942.
Major revisions to the SIC were published in
1957, 1967, 1972, and 1987.  These revisions
were a result of cooperation among statistical
agencies and the business sector, with overall
coordination provided by the CSB, then by the
Bureau of the Budget, and, finally, by the U.S.
Office of Management and Budget.

Unfortunately, the SIC shared a major prob-
lem with all earlier industrial classification sys-
tems in that it lacked a theoretical foundation
based on economic concepts.7   While there
was an underlying idea that an establishment
should be classified by type of economic activ-
ity, this idea was not defined with sufficient
rigor.  With no single guiding economic prin-
ciple of classification or aggregation laid down
at the outset, the SIC evolved into a number of
different classification schemes.  In most cases,
the product or activity dominated the classifi-
cation decision but, in some cases, end use, raw
materials, or market structure was the deciding
factor.  None of these schemes was incorrect,
but they were not consistent.  Moreover, as
old industry definitions were modified or new
industries were added, the logic seemed to make
perfect sense for each change.  Unfortunately,
the result was that, over time, the SIC became
a less and less homogeneous grouping of indus-
tries.  Some examples may help clarify the
inconsistencies that had crept in over the years.

Supply-based vs. demand-based.  Two pos-
sible approaches to defining industries were
from the supply side and from the demand
side.  In the supply-side approach, establish-
ments were grouped into industries based on
similarities in the production process.  That is,
establishments with similar or identical pro-
duction functions were grouped together as an
industry concept.  In this approach “the pro-
duction function should be understood as an
abstract description of the engineering prin-
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ciples for a production process, or as a descrip-
tion of the production technology, not just as
a list of inputs.  In principle, it is engineering
information about the production process that
determines if establishments are sufficiently
similar to justify grouping them by a supply-
side concept.”  An example of this type of
industry classification is provided by the two
different chain-producing industries: SIC 3496,
chain made from purchased wire, and SIC 3462,
chain made from forged steel.  Even though
the end products of these two industries were
good substitutes for each other, the produc-
tion processes differed significantly; thus, the
decision was taken to follow a supply-side ap-
proach to industry definition in this case.

A demand-side, or commodity-oriented,
classification concept groups together com-
modities or services that have similarities in
use, that belong together, that are used to-
gether for some purpose, or that define mar-
ket groupings.  Consider the apparel indus-
tries.  Apparel industries are split between men’s
and boys’ apparel and women’s and girls’ ap-
parel.  Clearly, the production technology is
virtually indistinguishable between the two
groupings, yet the markets are different in
terms of marketing approach and pricing.

Embodiment of the true economic structure.
A frequently encountered statement in the early
economic classification literature is that the
classification system should “reflect the struc-
ture of the economy.”  If a well-defined eco-
nomic concept of “structure of the economy”
does not exist, however, the potential for dif-
ficulties arises over time.  In one view, the
structure of the economy encompasses what
industries exist, where they are located, what
inputs they use, what outputs they produce,
and what markets they serve.  Yet, one must
question whether the SIC really did accom-
plish this purpose.  In the 1987 SIC, 57 per-
cent of the four-digit SIC codes are goods-
producing industries, while 43 percent relate
to the entire nongoods-producing sector.  In
1987, however, only 45 percent of real gross
domestic product was accounted for by the
goods-producing sector, while 55 percent arose
in service-producing industries.  Nonagricul-
tural employment in 1987 was split 24 per-
cent to 76 percent between goods-producing
industries on the one hand, and service-pro-
ducing and government industries on the other.
On the basis of these estimates, many econo-
mists and statisticians were increasingly con-

cerned that the SIC did not reflect the true
structure of the economy.

Another definition of “structure of the
economy” refers to the organization of pro-
duction units for marketing goods or services,
including the degree of vertical integration.
For example, two separate meat processing
industries are recognized in the 1987 SIC, meat
packing plants (SIC 2011) and sausages and
other prepared meat products (SIC 2013).  The
two produce the same output—meat prod-
ucts—but meat packing plants slaughter the
animals they use in their production process
while the other industry produces meat prod-
ucts from purchased carcasses and other meats.
Here, the degree of vertical integration was
the deciding factor in splitting these two sets
of establishments.  At the same time, how-
ever, poultry slaughtering and processing (SIC
2015) includes both types of processing estab-
lishments, regardless of whether they actually
slaughter the poultry themselves.

Another “structure of the economy” issue
concerns the extent to which some industries
combine activities.  The hotels and motels
industry (SIC 7011), for example, encompasses
many distinct economic activities, including
restaurants, bars, room rental, and gift shops,
many of which also are enumerated in other
four-digit SIC categories.  By including the value
of production of all these distinct activities in
one industry, the statistics relating to the other
four-digit SIC codes are distorted to a degree
that may not be immediately apparent.

Finally, many economists and statisticians
noted that the SIC was unable to recognize
new or emerging industries in a timely manner.
The point of all of these examples is not to
judge which of them were “right” or “wrong”
but to point out the growing number of incon-
sistent treatments that had crept into the SIC
scheme of classification, inconsistencies that
were due almost entirely to a lack of a unified
economic concept of the industry and of the
proper way to categorize establishments by
industry.

The enactment of the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) formalized a
free-trade area among the United States, Canada,
and Mexico.  In 1993, when the agreement was
signed by all three countries, the U. S. industry
classification system was governed by the 1987
SIC.  Canada’s classification system dated from
1980, and Mexico had no industry classifica-
tion system in place (its first was published in
1994).  To meet the monitoring requirements
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built into NAFTA, a coordinated industry clas-
sification needed to be developed to suit all
three economies.  This turned out to be the
ultimate argument for replacing the Standard
Industrial Classification.

The North American Industry Classifi-
cation System
An International Conference on the Classifi-
cation of Economic Activities was held in
Williamsburg, VA, in 1991.  As a result of that
conference, the U.S. Office of Management
and Budget established the Economic Classifi-
cation Policy Committee (ECPC) in 1992,
chaired by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
and with representatives from BLS and the
Census Bureau.  The charter of the ECPC was
to undertake a “fresh slate” study of alternate
economic concepts by which to categorize in-
dustries and to recommend changes to or re-
placement of the SIC system of industry clas-
sification.

Working papers of the ECPC during those
first years provided a detailed analysis of con-
ceptual problems with the existing SIC sys-
tem, along with a set of alternative strategies
regarding the development of a system that
would replace the SIC.  These “straw man”
proposals formed the basis for extensive com-
ment and debate, not only among government
statisticians and economists, but also among
the users of SIC-based statistics from academia
and the business community.  As a result, the
ECPC developed a set of final proposals for a
system that would replace the SIC, and that
they hoped would adequately address the prob-
lems and inconsistencies that had been devel-
oping over the 50-year lifespan of the SIC.

The result of ECPC’s work was published
in 1997—the North American Industry Clas-
sification System (NAICS), constructed within
a single conceptual framework.8   Economic
units that have similar production processes
are classified in the same industry, and the lines
drawn between industries demarcate, to the
extent practicable, differences in production
processes.  Special attention was given to de-
veloping these production-oriented classifica-
tions for:

(1) new and emerging industries,
(2) service industries in general, and
(3) industries engaged in the production

of advanced technologies.

NAICS went on to provide enhanced in-
dustry comparability among the economies of

the United States, Canada, and Mexico, and it
provided increased compatibility with the two-
digit level of the International Standard Indus-
trial Classification of the United Nations.

NAICS divides the economy into 20 sec-
tors. (See box entitled “A comparison of the
NAICS and the SIC structures.”)  Industries
within these sectors are grouped according to
the production criterion.  Although the goods/
services distinction is no longer explicitly re-
flected in the structure of the new classifica-
tion system, 5 sectors are largely goods-pro-
ducing, and the remaining 15 are entirely ser-
vice-producing industries.

What exactly has NAICS accomplished?
ECPC has summarized what makes NAICS a
better economic classification system in terms
of relevancy, consistency, comparability, and
flexibility.9

Relevancy.  NAICS provides 1,170 detailed
industry classifications for the U.S. economy,
a 15-percent increase in total classifications,
compared with those available under the SIC.
The new system replaces or revises approxi-
mately 60 percent of the previously available
SIC industries, and provides 358 new industries
not identified at all under the SIC.  The result-
ing expanded and revised industry classifica-
tions better mirror businesses and methods of
business operation in our modern economy.
(Some of the new industries identified under
NAICS are shown in the box entitled “New
NAICS industries.”)

Consistency.  NAICS changes key classifica-
tion concepts and definitions, a development
that may have substantial impacts on how busi-
nesses are classified and the number and kind
of businesses in particular classification group-
ings.  Each business is now classified into a
detailed industry based on the production pro-
cesses it uses.

Use of this production-based classification
principle has an impact on the boundary be-
tween retail and wholesale trade sectors.  Re-
tailers typically sell merchandise in small quan-
tities using public-oriented methods such as
mass media advertising, placement of stores in
high-traffic locations, and design of attractive
displays.  Wholesalers sell goods in large quan-
tities using business-oriented methods such as
developing specialized catalogs, nurturing cus-
tomer contacts, and locating warehouses or
offices judiciously.  This definitional approach
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improves the classification and statistics for
each sector but also changes them.  For ex-
ample, more than half of the petroleum bulk
stations previously classified as wholesalers
under SIC will be classified as retailers under
NAICS.

Comparability.  NAICS was developed, is be-
ing implemented, and will be maintained by
statistical agencies of Canada, Mexico, and the
United States.  When the system has been fully

implemented, comparison of industrial statis-
tics for all three countries will be possible, and
completely new information about cross-bor-
der trade flows and business markets will be
available.  For Canada, the NAICS Canada
Manual has been published and implementa-
tion of the new classification system took place
over the 1997-2000 period.  For Mexico,
NAICS implementation is in progress.  That
country’s 1998 Economic Census was carried
out using NAICS.

A comparison of the NAICS and the SIC structures

Sector (two-digit) Division (one-digit)
  Subsector (three-digit)   Major group (two-digit)

Industry group (four-digit)     Industry group (three-digit)
      NAICS international industry (five-digit)       Industry (four-digit)

        National industry (six-digit)

      Total (713 five-digit industries)      Total (904 four-digit industries)
Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and Agriculture, forestry, and fishing (58

hunting (42 five-digit industries)    four-digit industries)
Mining (10 five-digit industries) Mining (31 four-digit industries)
Utilities (4 five-digit industries) Construction (26 four-digit industries)
Construction (28 five-digit industries) Manufacturing (459 four-digit

   industries)
Manufacturing (179 five-digit industries) Transportation and public utilities (67

   four-digit industries)
Wholesale trade (69 five-digit industries) Wholesale trade (69 four-digit

   industries)
Retail trade (62 five-digit industries) Retail trade (64 four-digit industries)
Transportation and warehousing Finance, insurance, and real estate

(42 five-digit industries)    (53 four-digit industries)
Information (28 five-digit industries) Services (50 four-digit industries)
Finance and insurance (32 five-digit Public administration (27 four-digit

industries)    industries)
Real estate and rental and leasing

(19 five-digit industries)
Professional, scientific, and technical

services (35 five-digit industries)
Management of companies and

enterprises (1 five-digit industry)
Administrative and support, waste

management and remediation services
(28 five-digit industries)

Educational services (12 five-digit
industries)

Health care and social assistance
(29 five-digit industries)

Arts, entertainment, and recreation
(23 five-digit industries)

Accommodation and food services
(11 five-digit industries)

Other services (30 five-digit industries)
Public administration (29 five-digit

industries)

NAICS SIC
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Flexibility.  The intention is that NAICS clas-
sifications will be updated on a regular basis to
keep pace with changes in the U.S. economy.
All three North American countries will re-
view NAICS every 5 years and make necessary
revisions.

The NAICS implementation schedule
within the U.S. statistical community is spread
out over a 7-year period.  (See exhibit 1.)  The
first major program affected by NAICS was
the 1997 Economic Census.  For a sample of
the data that have been made available in the
Economic Census, see Annex A.

Despite its great advances in industry clas-
sification, the existing NAICS is still a work in
progress.  Due to severe time constraints, the
ECPC decided to leave the wholesale and retail
trade sectors and the construction sectors es-
sentially unchanged from the 1987 SIC.  A
second edition of NAICS, scheduled for release
in 2002, will address the revisions in these
three sectors, as well as revisions of the other
1997 industries as required.

Finally, for all those researchers who de-
pend on the availability of consistent time
series data, it may well be a decade before an
adequate set of data has been generated under
NAICS.  For the 422 industries that are sub-
stantially unchanged between the SIC and
NAICS classification schemes, there is no prob-
lem—analysts will simply continue to gather
data as they are released.  For the 748 indus-
tries that are either new or substantially re-
vised from the SIC, the problem becomes a bit
stickier.  For a time, it will be necessary to
bridge backward to a consistent SIC basis (in-
sofar as that can be carried out) but, ultimately,
the analyst will find it necessary to bridge ear-
lier SIC-based data forward to the NAICS.  Both
bridge processes will require some carefully
thought-out approaches and well-documented
assumptions, especially in light of the fact that
only one period of data overlap is planned for
most industry-based data collection efforts.

Occupational Classifications
“Occupations” are jobs or positions that em-
ploy the knowledge and skills of people.  Posi-
tions and jobs are the structures of work that
employers offer to workers.   When a position
or job is filled by a person, it becomes that
person’s occupation. When a person is per-
forming in a position or job, the person is
referred to as a worker.  An occupation is de-
fined by the interaction of the work organized

in a position or job, the work content, and the
education and skills that a person brings to
performing that work content.   Occupational
information looks beyond titles to the work
content, education, and skills that are required
by the structure of work in our economy.  The
products of occupational analysis are the struc-
ture of positions and jobs in the economy, the
skill base of the employed workforce, and the
economic contribution of the employed
workforce as measured by wage data.  The de-
velopment of these products in the form of
data series creates a dynamic picture of the
change occurring in the character of work in
the economy. Occupational data may be ana-
lyzed either within industry classification struc-
tures or solely within their own occupational
classification structure.   These concepts cre-
ate a framework for a “job economy.”

Purpose and value
An occupational classification is the logical
structure used by statisticians, economists, and
persons in other disciplines to describe and
quantify the variety of ways in which a
workforce is remuneratively employed.  The
actual variables that define and influence the
occupational structure of the American
workforce are even more complex and dy-
namic.  The availability of a classification struc-
ture, even with inherent limitations, permits
the collection of statistics that measure these
variables and represent others by inference.
The level of wages earned by the employed
workforce is one of the most evident of such
measures.  In turn, these wages represent the
economic contributions and productivity of
various workforce segments defined in the clas-
sification structure.  The products and services
of the employed workforce and the market
context in which they are delivered are indica-
tions of the more complex variables that shape
the workforce. For example, energy produc-
tion is one of society’s continuing needs.
Throughout a complex chain of consumer de-
mands and production requirements, the num-
ber of persons employed in this pursuit and
their corresponding wages are determined.

In its dynamic aspects, the actual workforce
structure is derived from the final demand for
a commercial and consumer “market basket”
of products and services.  The demand for prod-
ucts and services reflects a variety of compet-
ing requirements for the  Nation’s standard of
living and the means to produce and maintain
it.  How individual occupations are structured
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is largely a matter of technology, a combina-
tion of  human and machine technologies.
Products and services themselves reflect ad-
vances in science, engineering acumen, and
consumer knowledge. For example, in retail
distribution, workers selling the same goods
may be employed by a traditional retail outlet,
a discount or warehouse store, or an Internet
marketer.

Some may be inclined to view an occupa-
tional classification system as a window into
the activities of the employed workforce.
However, there is another, more important
perspective that this discussion presents. As
treated here, an occupational classification
structure is more like a prism or a crystal.
Depending upon our perspective—which may
be political, social, economic, technological,
or cultural—the same occupational classifica-
tion structure can suggest a variety of differ-
ent parameters that have shaped it and defined
its contributions to our current standard of
living and way of life.  Although it is difficult
to know all these parameters directly, they

may be known by inference. For example, the
form and functions of products such as auto-
mobiles change as a result of science and tech-
nology.  How and where these automobiles are
produced is determined by technology and eco-
nomic choice.  The form and quality of these
products often are the result of cultural prefer-
ences and education.  The workforce changes
subtly in response to all of these forces.

Why classify occupations?
An occupation is a group of jobs in which work-
ers perform similar tasks, duties, or activities
at similar skill levels.  A job is a group of similar
positions and a position is a slot in an organi-
zation occupied by a single individual.10   Occu-
pations may be clustered into groups based on
some common element, such as similarity of
work, workplace, or worker characteristics. An
occupational classification system helps define
the occupational structure in the workplace
and provides a framework for descriptive oc-
cupational statistics, such as employment lev-
els, job openings, earnings, and education.

New NAICS industriesNew NAICS industriesNew NAICS industriesNew NAICS industriesNew NAICS industries

Semiconductor machinery manufacturing
Fiber optic cable manufacturing
Software reproducing
Convenience stores
Gasoline stations with convenience stores

Warehouse clubs and superstores
Food (health) supplement stores
Pet and pet supply stores
Pet care services
Cable networks

Satellite telecommunications
Paging
Cellular and other wireless telecommunications
Telecommunications resellers
Credit card issuing

Temporary help services
Telemarketing bureaus
Hazardous waste collection
HMO medical centers
Continuing care retirement communities

Casinos
Casino hotels
Bed-and-breakfast inns
Limited-service restaurants
Automotive oil change and lubrication shops
Diet and weight reducing centers
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There are four primary groups of users of
this information:

(1)  workers and potential workers needing
information about likely jobs,

(2)  employers needing labor market infor-
mation for personnel, marketing, or planning
purposes,

(3)  counselors in the academic and voca-
tional sectors, and

(4)  researchers, including economists and
sociologists, and related policymakers, for ana-
lyzing labor market trends, social policies, and
other issues.11

The users of occupational information also
may be grouped as micro-users and macro-us-
ers.  Micro-users require information to assist
in structuring jobs, defining job requirements,
recruiting workers, developing career plans,
seeking training opportunities, and aiding oth-
ers in finding jobs and related training.  Macro-
users require occupational information to
evaluate the structure and performance of the
economy, develop models for studying labor
market dynamics, identify current and poten-
tial areas of worker dislocations, promote tar-
geted economic development efforts, and plan
and implement education and training pro-
grams.

Occupations may be viewed from a survey
perspective.   The Census of Population and
the Bureau’s Current Population Survey ask
open-ended questions about household mem-
bers’ occupations, with responses referred to
as occupational titles. Census analysts group
related titles, and these groups constitute cen-
sus occupations. Closed-end surveys, typically
of employers, provide occupational definitions
that specify the range of job activities included,
and data collected represent all workers whose
position descriptions match these definitions.

While positions have independent exist-
ence, jobs and occupations are, in some essen-
tial way, arbitrary and artificial.12    Most occu-
pations do not have natural boundaries. Posi-
tions and jobs can be viewed as existing on a
continuum, along which classifiers set bound-
aries.13   The breadth of occupations depends,
to a great extent, on the level of detail desired
and the total number of occupations in a sys-
tem.  For example, mechanics, automotive
mechanics, automobile body repairers, or au-
tomotive glass installers each could be an
individual occupation.  In a system with more
detailed occupations, higher levels of aggrega-
tion might become minor or major occupa-
tion groups, rather than occupations. There is

tremendous potential for occupational detail.
The 2000 census, for example, lists about
31,000 individual job titles, and the 1991 Dic-
tionary of Occupational titles lists more than
12,000 jobs.

Education or skill level also may be consid-
ered in determining boundaries—for example,
to ensure that there are distinctions among
“professional,” technician, and aide occupa-
tions in the same field or among craftworkers,
(semiskilled) operatives, and helpers.14   Use of
this criterion, in particular, encourages homog-
enous groupings, so that meaningful inferences
can be made about characteristics of individual
cases. Obviously, the greater the level of occu-
pational detail, the more homogeneity pos-
sible. However, limited sample size or inad-
equate responses to open-ended questions may
limit the amount of occupational detail.  For
example, distinctions among short order, in-
stitutional and cafeteria, and restaurant cooks,
or between light or delivery services and heavy
and tractor-trailer truck drivers have been pe-
rennial problems in household surveys.  Em-
ployer-based surveys are better at collecting
this information and permit the gathering of
more detail.  The appropriate level of detail
also may be determined by the range of job
tasks.  Many health technologist, technician,
and therapist jobs are very specialized, with
workers performing a limited range of tasks,
generally specified by licensing boards.   In
contrast, sales jobs tend to be general, with
most having common tasks.15  This suggests
that sales occupations be specified in relatively
less detail than health occupations.

The collection of data describing occupa-
tions, the process of organizing it, and the
analysis of occupational data require a con-
ceptual toolkit.  Definitions of terms are a
logical starting point. While the 31,000 job
titles in the 2000 census index have impor-
tance in general socioeconomic terms, their
usefulness in economic analysis is limited by
the fact that household data are reported by
title, without definition and verification of job
content.  Even if every title were supported by
a unique definition of job content that was
verified, the large number of jobs makes orga-
nization and analysis of this information im-
possible.  In order to arrive at a structure for
organizing and analyzing occupations, a tax-
onomy built upon similarities is needed.  The
structure of the taxonomy should be flexible
enough to admit new occupations as they de-
velop.  Similarities within and between groups
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in the taxonomy are required.  Work content
and skill requirements are basic similarities
among jobs.  Formal education, licensing, and
certifications are other similarities that may
be considered.

For purposes of illustrating the conceptual
tools used in occupational analysis, consider
how the job “bus driver” presents complexi-
ties that are not evident at first glance.  Bus
drivers differ and share similarities based upon
the points they connect and the distances they
drive.  Likewise, they may operate commer-
cial vehicles of various sizes.  Bus drivers con-
vey different groups of passengers with vary-
ing needs for assistance, such as those related
to infirmities and disabilities, luggage, special
fare rates, and safety requirements.  There may
be different legal and licensing requirements
for operation of certain classes of vehicles or
groups of passengers.  A taxonomy for “bus
drivers” must take these similarities and dif-
ferences into account.  In the Standard Occu-
pational Classification  (SOC) system (p. 106),
bus drivers who drive large commercial buses
on a scheduled basis over regular routes, on
charters, or as private carriage are classified as
“bus drivers, transit and intercity.” Those who
transport students or special clients such as
the elderly or disabled are classified as “bus
drivers, school.”   Consider now the complex-
ity of following this same process in develop-
ing a taxonomy for 31,000 jobs that can be
reduced to a manageable and meaningful num-
ber of detailed occupations about which survey
data can be collected and analyzed.

There have been two basic systems used to
classify occupations.  One, classifying occupa-
tions by the industry in which they are con-
centrated, was used by the Decennial Census of
Population through 1930.  The other, classi-
fying by some combination of several factors—
nature of the work performed, skill level, edu-
cation requirements, and socioeconomic class,
with only minor regard for industry in which
occupations are concentrated—has been used
in all later systems.

No single classification system can create
occupational groupings to suit all purposes.
For example, systems based solely on work
performed do a poor job of grouping occupa-
tions by required level of education.16   The
greater the level of occupational detail, the
easier it is to rearrange occupations to meet
alternative analytical purposes.

The distinction made between the charac-
teristics of workers and those of occupations

is useful for purposes of discussing supply and
demand dynamics that may determine the con-
tent of occupations.  These two sets of char-
acteristics overlap and interact in the defini-
tion of particular occupations and in the de-
termination of the wages that the incumbents
are able to earn.  When worker characteristics
are defined in job terms, the result is a defini-
tion of employer demand requirements.  Con-
versely, when worker characteristics are de-
fined in terms of education, training, and skills;
the resulting definition represents the supply
of workers.  These distinctions come into prac-
tical play when surveyed work content is clas-
sified.  For example, work performed is de-
fined by employers, while education and skill
represent assets that workers bring to bear in
performing the defined work.  Sometimes, prob-
lems may arise when classifying occupations
because worker characteristics such as educa-
tion, licenses, and certifications may be as-
signed undue importance in defining the skill
requirements for the performance of certain
work.  Given jobs may be performed within a
wide range of educational accomplishments and
skills.  Any imposing of a particular educa-
tional or performance level in defining an oc-
cupational category might artificially disasso-
ciate occupational categories that have the
same performance requirements.  Accepting a
wider range of educational and skill qualifica-
tions in job definitions will result in a wider
range of associated wage rates.  These wage
rates might be the best reflection of the inter-
action between the characteristics of occupa-
tions and the characteristics of workers.

New occupations can be added or rapidly
growing ones split, while declining occupations
can be combined or deleted to reflect the chang-
ing distribution of employment or the effect
of new technologies and business practices.
Some “new” occupations are, in fact, simply
spin-offs of long-existing occupations.  New
job tasks generally are first assumed by work-
ers experienced in related tasks in existing oc-
cupations.  These tasks may remain comfort-
ably classified within existing occupations or
may eventually be spun off.

To determine which jobs are appropriate
for spin-offs, occupational classification spe-
cialists look for groups of jobs 1) with tasks
and activities that are sufficiently distinct from
those of other jobs, and 2) that show potential
for growth.  They rely on anecdotal evidence;
labor market research, such as that conducted
by Occupational Analysis Field Centers;17  large
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numbers of responses on census questionnaires;
or employer responses to questions about oc-
cupations not listed on survey forms.  Early
identification of new jobs that require formal
training is important so that data for career
guidance and education planning can be col-
lected. Yet, this can be difficult.  Many groups
of jobs identified as “new and emerging” in the
past never grew much or received further at-
tention.18   In contrast, computer jobs, which
might have been identified as occupations dur-
ing the 1950’s, were not, but it was not then
obvious that computers had enough applica-
tions to support much employment growth.19

The current occupational employment in-
formation obtained from employers has no
immediate, direct use in the study of labor
market mobility dynamics.  Data needed for
mobility studies are collected through surveys
that follow individuals over time, such as the
Current Population Survey.  While it is theo-
retically possible to discuss the elasticities of
worker job choices within and among indus-
tries, the data needed to test related hypoth-
eses currently are unavailable or imprecise.
Similarly, the elasticities of employer demand
for workers existing between a given occupa-
tional category and closely related categories
cannot be gleaned from available data at this
time, and no known plans exist for collecting
suitable data in the near future.  

Some economists have identified what they
consider economic criteria for the structuring
of occupational classification based on elastic-
ity criteria.  These are standardization of oc-
cupational classifications, adaptability to
change over time, ability to reflect techno-
logical change, responsiveness to changing edu-
cational policy, and the range of substitution
possibilities available to employers.  If all these
criteria were met, the available occupational
information would provide a consistent frame-
work within which to study employer selec-
tion decisions and worker job choices.  The
current SOC system is a move in the direction
of providing a needed standardized framework
within which worker mobility may be studied.

The early census approach
The 1900 census specified 475 occupations
(but published data on 303), developed from
about 17,000 titles; the 2000 census allowed
for 503 occupations, developed from about
31,000 titles.  From 1870 to 1930, census
occupations were organized within an indus-
trial framework.  Occupations were placed in

the industry of greatest employment, even if
much of their employment was in other indus-
tries. (Several of the industries, however, may
be more accurately described as service groups.)
The 1900 census specified five major catego-
ries:

(1) Agricultural pursuits
(2) Professional service
(3) Domestic and personal service (includ-

ing health, food service, and protective service)
(4) Trade (including banking, insurance,

and real estate) and transportation (including
communication)

(5) Manufacturing and mechanical pursuits
(including construction, fishing, and mining)

The 1910 census was expanded to allow
for nine major occupational categories.20

There also were numerous subgroups, consist-
ing mostly of managers, foremen, operatives,
or laborers specified by detailed industry, but
few occupational subgroups.  This system gen-
erally grouped occupations producing similar
goods and services and located on the same
promotion ladders—for example, helpers and
apprentices, journey-level workers, supervi-
sors, and managers.

The revised census approach
In 1938, the American Statistical Association
and the Central Statistical Board appointed a
joint committee on Occupational Classifica-
tion to devise a standard classification.  (The
Board also formed a committee on Industrial
Classification, as discussed in the previous sec-
tion.). This classification was based on some
combination of similarity of work, education
requirements, skill level, and socioeconomic
class, with only minor regard for industry in
which occupations were concentrated.  It was
first used in the 1939 Dictionary of Occupa-
tional Titles (DOT), published by the U.S.
Employment Service (USES) to present job
descriptions and other nonstatistical informa-
tion about occupations.  It also was used, with
some modification, to organize data on occu-
pations collected in the 1940 census.  The
revised census scheme consisted of 11 major
groups:

(1) Professional and semiprofessional
(2) Farmers and farm managers
(3) Proprietors, mangers, and officials,

except farm
(4) Clerical, sales, and kindred workers
(5) Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred
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(6) Operatives and kindred workers
(7) Domestic service workers
(8) Protective service workers
(9) Service workers, except domestic and

protective
(10) Farm laborers and foremen
(11) Laborers, except farm

Occupations with similar work functions
were placed in the same group  and groups were
arranged in a hierarchical system that corre-
sponded, more or less, with skill and training
level and socioeconomic status.21   The new
system grouped all managers together, and did
the same for craftworkers, operatives, and la-
borers.  Sales workers, who had been grouped
with wholesale and retail dealers and managers
and other workers in the trade group, were
now combined with clerical workers.22  The
domestic and personal service group was split,
and the professional service group became pro-
fessional and semiprofessional workers.23

These major groups were more homogeneous
than the industry groups.

The 1940 census system had another ad-
vantage.  It permitted tabulation of wage and
salary employment data by industry and occu-
pation,24  and calculation of occupational staff-
ing patterns—each occupation as a percent of
total employment in every industry. This made
possible construction of the BLS Industry-Oc-
cupation matrix, a key tool in developing oc-
cupational employment projections.25   How-
ever, the system, like its predecessor, lacked
occupational subgroups; within groups, occu-
pations were simply listed alphabetically.26

A period of transition
Since the 1960s, policymakers, academicians,
government administrators, and researchers
have independently recognized the changing
character of the American economy.  Some
might term it a mature economy; others might
characterize it as “post-industrial”; many see
it as part of a global network; and others see it
as a high-technology economy, characterized
by knowledge industries.  All of these observ-
ers are reporting on or projecting the chang-
ing character of the “work structure” of the
economy.  The results of this recognition have
contributed to major paradigm shifts in the
way in which America’s industries will be
viewed.  The change from the Standard Indus-
trial Classification system entailed a change in
fundamental concepts, defining industries in

terms of processes rather than products.  The
change from the census system of classifying
occupations to the SOC system involved a
movement from a mixed system of classifica-
tion to a system based entirely on work per-
formed and related skills.  The SOC system
further incorporates structural features that
free occupational classification from its pre-
viously industry-rooted structure.

In 1965, the then Bureau of the Budget
asked 28 agencies about the desirability of es-
tablishing a standard classification system for
occupations, corresponding to the SIC for in-
dustries. It was prompted by a desire to pro-
vide more comparability among occupational
statistics prepared by Federal agencies and other
organizations.  Based on responses to this let-
ter, the Bureau appointed an Interagency Oc-
cupational Classification Committee to pro-
vide recommendations on a new classification
system. The committee first met in 1966, and
preliminary work was incorporated into the
1970 census.  For example, professional, tech-
nical, and kindred workers (professional and
semiprofessional in the 1940 census was re-
named in 1950) were organized into a number
of minor groups, replacing the 1960 census
alphabetical listing.  These minor groups in-
cluded computer specialists (three computer
occupations were created in 1970);  teachers,
except college; writers, artists, and entertain-
ers; and three health occupation groups.  A
Standard Occupational Classification Manual
was published in 1977, and was revised in1980
(in time for the 1980 census) and again in
2000 (for the 2000 census).

The SOC system classifies occupations on
the basis of work performed and on required
skills, education, training, and credentials, as
did the 1940 census system.27   The 2000 SOC
has 23 major groups, which generally corre-
spond to or are disaggregations of 1940-70
census major groups.28  It provides much more
hierarchical structure, with 96 minor occupa-
tion groups and more occupations—821. The
census professional and technical group was
split into eight major groups, corresponding
to minor groups in the 1970 census, with some
combining and reconfiguration, reflecting the
growing number of professional and technical
occupations.  Service workers were allocated
among five major groups, and craftworkers (in-
cluding construction), extraction workers, me-
chanics and repairers, and precision produc-
tion workers, operatives, and laborers were al-
located among four major groups.
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The 2000 SOC structure is shown in ex-
hibit 2. The SOC also provides an aggregation
(intermediate level) of these 23 groups into
11 groups. A comparison of the 23-group and
the 11-group categories makes clear how the
SOC evolved from the census structure. The
intermediate grouping is shown in exhibit 3.

Response of the classification system
to new products, technologies, and
other changes
This section discusses classification system
responses to three 20th century products or
technologies—motor vehicles, airplanes, and
computers—and three changes in the methods
and organization of production—the growth
of science and engineering, the advent of mass
production, and the rise of bureaucratic orga-
nizations. The character of work has changed
at an accelerating rate during the past 100
years.  The organization of work in terms of
jobs or positions reflects ongoing changes in
the structure and nature of capital stocks,
progress in the development of technologies,
changes in the structure of product and factor
markets, and rising levels of education and
training.  The increasing rate of change in the
structure of work in the American economy
requires a corresponding increase in the ability
of employers to create jobs and positions that
utilize the full economic talents of workers
and in opportunities for workers to obtain the
education and training needed for these jobs
and positions.

The development of motor vehicles radi-
cally changed transportation. It also gave rise
to many new occupations and caused the de-
cline of others.  In 1900, there were only 8,000
registered motor vehicles.  The first mass-pro-
duced car was introduced in 1901, and the first
practical vehicles were produced by 1903.
Automobile industries developed rapidly there-
after and, by 1910, there were nearly half a
million automobile and 10,000 truck registra-
tions. By 1920, there were 8 million automo-
bile and 1.1 million truck registrations.   As a
result, six motor vehicle-related occupations
were added in the 1910 census: two repair-
related—garage owners and managers and ga-
rage laborers; two automobile factory-related—
semiskilled operatives and laborers; retail au-
tomobile dealers; and motor vehicle drivers,
called chauffeurs. However, attempts to dis-
tinguish chauffeurs and other motor vehicle
drivers from drivers of vehicles using draft
animals—draymen, teamsters, and express-

men; and carriage drivers and hacks—in data
collection were not very successful.29  A sev-
enth occupation—automobile mechanics—
appeared in the1910 Index to Occupations,
but no data were published for it until 1930.30

Retail dealers, gasoline stations; and laborers
and helpers, auto stores and filling stations
also appeared in the classification system in
1930, and attendants, filling station and park-
ing lot, were included in 1940.

As the use of motor vehicles spread, em-
ployment related to horse-drawn vehicles de-
clined sharply.  In the 1930 census, livery
stable managers and foremen of livery compa-
nies were downgraded to titles within the cat-
egory of transportation managers and trans-
portation foremen. Draymen and teamsters
were combined with carriage drivers in 1930,
but the combined occupation (name shortened
to Teamsters in 1940) remained an occupa-
tion until 1980, when it was downgraded to a
single title within the category of miscella-
neous material moving equipment operators.
Also in 1940, hostlers and stable hands were
downgraded to titles in laborers (not elsewhere
classified) and operatives in wagon and car-
riage factories and, in harness and saddle fac-
tories, to titles within operatives (not else-
where classified).  In the 1950 census, bus,
taxi, and truck drivers were separately enu-
merated and so, in the 1970 census, were auto-
mobile body repairers. The 2000 SOC speci-
fied two types of bus drivers and truck drivers,
and separated a new specialty—automobile
glass installers and repairers—from other body
repairers, reflecting the shift of much auto
glass work to specialized glass shops.

Aviation industries, although highly vis-
ible, developed much more slowly than did au-
tomobile industries, and this was reflected in
much slower change within the classification
system.  While the first heavier-than-air flight
took place in 1903, scheduled air transporta-
tion did not begin until 1926.  Aircraft tech-
nology and production and air transportation
developed during the 1930’s and World War II,
but air passenger and freight traffic were not
significant economic activities until the 1950’s.

The occupation of aviators appeared in
the 1910 census (as “aeronauts”), classified
under showmen, which also included titles such
as athletes, balloonists, and performers; in
1920, aviators became a separate occupation.
Aircraft mechanics appeared as a title under
other mechanics in 1920 and as an occupation
in its own right in 1930.  Three air transporta-
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tion industry occupations—proprietors, man-
agers, and officials; foremen and overseers;
and laborers—also were added to the job classi-
fication in 1930, even though the industry
was small.   Aircraft manufacturing operatives
appeared as a title in 1920 and as an occupa-
tion in 1940.  Aeronautical engineers, which
also appeared as a title in the 1920 census
under mechanical engineers, became an occu-
pation in 1950.31 Airline stewardesses appeared
as a title in 1940 under registered nurses, re-
flecting the requirement that they be nurses,
presumably to deal with passengers’ discom-
forts from unpressur-ized cabins and air-sick-
ness.   The nursing requirement was soon re-
moved and, in 1950, the title was shifted to
the housekeepers and stewards category;  in
1970, airline stewardesses became an occupa-
tion.   Air traffic controllers also appeared in
1940—as airport control operators, a title
within radio and wireless operators—and be-
came an occupation in 1970.

Electronic computers, an outgrowth of
mechanical and punchcard-based calculators and
computers, have given rise to a number of
occupations.  The first commercial electronic
computer was delivered to the Bureau of the
Census in 1951.32   Programming languages
soon were introduced, and increased capacities
and speed led to the widespread adoption of
computers, with continued expansion, includ-
ing the development of networks, during the
1990’s.

Calculating machine operators and tabu-
lating machine operators first appear as titles
in the 1920 census within other clerks and, in
1940, within office machine operators.  Sys-
tems engineers (in SIC 357, office machine
manufacturing), first appeared as a title in the
1950 census—not within engineers, but in the
category, all other professional and technical
workers—and, according to the 1949 Dictio-
nary of Occupational Titles, devised proce-
dures for use of punchcard-based systems.
Computer programmers, computer systems
analysts, and computer specialists (not else-
where classified) first appeared as titles in the
1960 census (under professional, technical, and
kindred workers, not elsewhere classified) and
by 1970, all three were designated as occupa-
tions.  Computer operators and data process-
ing machine repairmen also were added in 1970.
The 2000 SOC lists 12 computer specialists,
including computer engineers, computer sup-
port specialists, database administrators, net-
work and computer systems administrators,

and network systems and data communications
analysts, placed in a computer and mathemati-
cal science occupations major group.33

All engineers appeared in the 1870 census
as one occupation.   The 1900 census classi-
fied a number of engineering branches into
three categories: civil; chemical, metallurgi-
cal, and mining; and mechanical, electrical,
and all other.  As employment grew, branches
specified in 1900 were separated; in 1940, in-
dustrial engineers were added and, in 1950, aero-
nautical engineers.  The 1970 census sepa-
rated petroleum engineers from mining and, in
1980, nuclear engineers were separated from
electrical engineers.  The 2000 SOC lists 19
types of engineers, including biomedical and
environmental, and classifies engineers in a
major occupation group, along with architects
and surveyors.34

The 1900 census had only one scientific
occupation, chemists, assayers, and metallur-
gists.  However, it listed astronomer, bacteri-
ologist, botanist, entomologist, geologist,
mathematician, and paleontologist titles un-
der other professional pursuits.35  Titles were
added in following censuses, and these were
combined in 1950 into six occupations—agri-
cultural scientists, biological scientists, geolo-
gists and geophysicists, mathematicians, physi-
cists, and miscellaneous natural scientists. (Data
were not published for these groups until 1960.)
The 1970 census added atmospheric and space
scientists and marine scientists. The 2000 SOC
listed 21 natural scientist occupations, includ-
ing biochemists and microbiologists, classified
into both life scientist and physical scientist
minor groups.  As science and engineering be-
came more institutionalized, the role of in-
ventors declined.  Inventor, a separate occu-
pation since 1900, was downgraded to a title
within professional workers (not elsewhere clas-
sified) in 1940.

Statisticians became a title (under other
professional pursuits) in the 1900 census,36  as
did psychologists in 1920 and economists in
1930; these three, along with miscellaneous
social scientists, became occupations in 1950.
(Data were not published until 1960.) The 1970
census added political scientists, sociologists,
and urban and regional planners, and the 2000
SOC included market research analysts and sur-
vey researchers.

By 1900, mass production, using power
machinery and characterized by minute divi-
sion of labor, was replacing handcraft, and semi-
skilled operatives were replacing craftworkers.
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In response, the 1910 census greatly expanded
the number of manufacturing industries for
which it showed semiskilled operatives (not
elsewhere classified).   In addition, it down-
graded a number of craft occupations, such as
broom and brush makers, glovemakers, leather
tanners, and tool and cutlery makers, to titles
within semiskilled operatives (not elsewhere
classified). Later censuses downgraded other
occupations, including blacksmiths, coopers,
glass blowers, and potters.  Some new manu-
facturing occupations, such as computer-con-
trolled machine-tool operators, fiberglass lami-
nators and fabricators, and team assemblers
were added.  However, reflecting the relative
decline of manufacturing employment, the
share of of production occupations among all
occupations decreased from more than 2 out
of 5 in the 1900 census to about 1 in 6 in the
2000 SOC.

The growth of bureaucratic organizations
and specialized administrative activities gave
rise to new business and financial operations
occupations and their classification as a major
occupation group in the 2000 SOC.  Accoun-
tants and auditors is the only occupation in
this group that existed in the 1900 census clas-
sification, although there were insurance ex-
aminers and adjusters, purchasing agents and
buyers, loan agents, and various government
inspector titles at that time. Purchasing agents
and buyers and inspectors, government were
added in 1940 and personnel and labor-rela-
tions workers and insurance adjusters, examin-
ers, and investigators, in 1950. In the 1980
census, a management-related occupations mi-
nor group, which eventually became the busi-
ness and financial operations major group in
the 2000 SOC, was created.  It also included
management analysts, underwriters, and other
financial officers.  The 2000 SOC lists 30 oc-
cupations in this group, including 4 personnel
and labor relations occupations, cost estima-
tors, financial analysts, and meeting and con-
vention planners.37

The Occupational Employment Survey
Occupational information has always been a
component of population data.  However, its
current economic importance can be traced
back to the regional loss of jobs in the 1950s
in both the automobile and textile industries.
Competition in the auto industry led to the
closing, consolidation, or relocation of sev-
eral Detroit-area automobile manufacturers and
to periods of extended unemployment for the

workers affected.   Similarly, the textile indus-
try in the New England States experienced re-
locations of major mills to the south.   During
this period and in response to these situations,
the Manpower Development and Training Act
of 1962 was enacted, and responsibility for its
implementation and administration initially
was given to the U.S. Department of Labor’s
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.  This
act was the progenitor of a series of workforce
training acts that have culminated in the cur-
rent Workforce Investment Act of 1998, ad-
ministered by the Labor Department’s Em-
ployment and Training Administration.  All
of these acts have in common the fact that
labor market information at the detailed occu-
pational level is necessary for their proper
administration.  This information serves to
identify areas of demand for workers and re-
quirements for their training.  These develop-
ments explain the early and continuing efforts
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) to pro-
vide occupational information and statistics
to an increasing range and number of users.

Starting in 1959, BLS began collecting in-
formation through employer surveys of 18
scientific, engineering, and technical occupa-
tions.38   This experience helped guide a series
of pilot studies during the 1960s to test the
feasibility of collecting occupational informa-
tion for a larger number of occupations.  In
1968, a comprehensive survey of the metal-
working industries was conducted to collect
data on 54 clerical and blue-collar occupations.
The printing and publishing industry was sur-
veyed in 1970 using a list of 97 occupations.
Various tests of mailed structured and unstruc-
tured data collection techniques were made
during this period, and it was determined that
mailed structured techniques including lists of
defined occupations were necessary to develop
useful and comparable data.

In 1971, the first Occupational Employ-
ment Statistics (OES) survey was completed
through the cooperation of BLS and 15 par-
ticipating States, with support from the U.S.
Department of Labor’s Manpower Adminis-
tration (the predecessor of the current Em-
ployment and Training Administration).  Dur-
ing the 1973-76 period, an expanded survey,
with data collected by  29 States, was com-
pleted.  For purposes of completing the na-
tional data framework, information for the
remaining States was collected by the BLS
Washington office.  The first national esti-
mates for occupational employment were
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completed in 1977. The number of occupa-
tions included in the survey was 2000 in 1970
and 800 in 1980, reflecting the experience
gained by program personnel in collecting
useable occupational information.

Throughout the historical development
period of the OES survey, the Standard Occu-
pational Classification (SOC) system origi-
nated, evolved, and matured into its current
form as a skills-based occupational classifica-
tion system.  During the 1970s, the U.S. Of-
fice of Management and Budget attempted to
have an SOC system incorporated into the1980
census.  The 1980 SOC had 664 detailed occu-
pations, compared with the 750 then found in
the extant OES classification system.  The
two systems both were in use (along with sev-
eral others) until 2001, when the SOC became
the governmentwide standard.

Beginning with the 1999 survey, the OES
survey questionnaire was converted to reflect
the SOC coding system. About 400 of the SOC-
based occupations matched to old OES occu-
pations on a one-to-one or many-to-one ba-
sis, at least conceptually. The goal of match-
ing the SOC occupations to the old OES occu-
pations was to maximize the number of pub-
lishable estimates.

The 1998 OES survey occupational titles
and definitions were based on the old OES cod-
ing structure and definitions.  For the 1999
survey, however, the SOC was the source of
the OES occupational titles and definitions.
Even for the approximately 400 occupations
whose definitions basically matched on a one-
to-one or many-to-one basis between the two
surveys, there were slight and subtle differ-
ences in the occupational titles and definitions
that may have affected reporting by the re-
spondents.

Patterns of change in the OES and
SOC occupational classification
systems
An ever-present issue in the process of devel-
oping and using an occupational classification
system to collect employment data is the in-
herent conflict between collection of data to
form a valid and reliable data series and use of
a structure that permits and identifies changes
in the occupational composition of the em-
ployed workforce.  A related issue involves
validity and reliability of data obtained from
supply-side respondents in household surveys
versus that obtained from demand-side respon-
dents who are employers.  Three problems

associated with this issue are the volume, vari-
ety, and comparability of responses that iden-
tify occupations by as many as 31,000 titles,
and possibly even more variations on these.

The range of methodologies for addressing
these issues starts, on one hand, with the use of
unstructured responses, such as those that the
census elicits and that are subsequently placed
within a classification structure.  At the other
extreme are closed classification structures that
place choices into a limited number of fixed
categories.  All structured classification sys-
tems include a category of “residuals.”  The
use of a classification that includes “all oth-
ers” is a way of providing flexibility and realiz-
ing economies in collecting data that would
otherwise be ignored or forced into an inap-
propriate classification.  The occupational clas-
sification systems of the OES are structured
systems that include categories of residuals at
various levels of detail.

The patterns of change in census occupa-
tional categories are known to reflect chang-
ing socioeconomic conditions in which the
Nation’s policymakers and administrators
might be interested.  The earliest choices of
occupations to be surveyed in the OES pro-
gram were those identified on an industry ba-
sis—for example, occupations found in metal-
working, printing, and electrometallurgical in-
dustries.  The early OES surveys were consid-
ered to be pretests for the evaluation of survey
tools that included structured and unstructured
alternatives.

In the first attempts to implement a com-
prehensive occupational survey, BLS staff used
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles and other
sources to develop lists and definitions of oc-
cupations for each industry.  These were re-
viewed by State agencies, the U.S. Manpower
Administration (precursor of the U.S. Employ-
ment and Training Administration), trade
unions, employer associations, and a cross-
section of 535 manufacturing firms.  Com-
ments and suggestions from these various re-
viewing sources were incorporated in the job
list and definitions.  To make the survey tools
manageable and to avoid placing unnecessary
burdens on employers, occupational lists were
tailored to the identified staffing patterns of
particular industries.  This practice continues
today.

The major changes in occupational classi-
fications from the OES system to the SOC
system were intended to achieve the follow-
ing:
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(1) Increased emphasis on the business and
financial operations that constitute the sup-
port for management occupations,

(2) A greater delineation and explication
of the professions, including:

• Computer and mathematical occupa-
tions

• Architecture and engineering occupa-
tions

• Life, physical, and social science occu-
pations

• Community and social services occu-
pations

• Legal occupations
• Education, training, and library occu-

pations,

(3) A more detailed specification of ser-
vice occupations, including:

• Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and
media occupations

• Healthcare support occupations
• Protective service occupations
• Food preparation and serving related

occupations
• Building and grounds cleaning and main-

tenance occupations
• Personal care and service occupations,

and

(4) Increased coverage of installation, main-
tenance, and repair occupations.

The former OES classification system was
at its most extensive in 1970, including as
many as 2,000 occupations.  In 1980, the
OES classification system was based on ap-
proximately 800 occupations.  While a di-
rect cross-walk from the former OES occu-
pations to the SOC detailed occupations is
not possible because of the many splits and
consolidations of old occupations into new
occupations, it is noteworthy that a core of
approximately 800 occupations make up the
skill-based foundation of the current SOC clas-
sification system.

As was the practice in census classifica-
tions and in the OES classification, the SOC
system retains the use of residual categories at
all levels below the major level.  This feature
permits the coding of new and emerging occu-
pations to be done during the initial data col-
lection.  Over time, it also permits the collec-
tion of sufficient data on these emerging occu-

pations to justify their explicit, detailed iden-
tification at the detailed occupation level of
the SOC system.

Future Directions
One may rightly ask what has been accom-
plished and where are we going.  The answer is
that a new framework has been laid for contin-
ued development of information, policy, and
programs that will ensure continued industrial
development and full utilization of the Nation’s
workforce.  It may be difficult to see at this
time how such a process-based system for in-
dustry information will contribute.  But, con-
sider that we are in the midst of an economy
with an increasingly important service sector
that needs to be nurtured and further devel-
oped.  Look at the unexplored impacts of re-
cent technology changes and consider our gain-
ing an increased ability to define new produc-
tion and employment opportunities.  Take into
account the fact that a dynamically changing
economy must be able to offer its citizens edu-
cation or programs to develop skills needed to
enjoy new jobs.  Existing workers should have
mobility opportunities based on recognition
that skills are not tied to a particular industry
or job title.  These new strengths depend upon
developing and using the kinds of information
and analyses that can put workers, educators,
employers, and various workforce program ad-
ministrators abreast or ahead of changing con-
ditions.  This will not happen overnight.  These
new systems are now being put into use.  They
are the right answer for guiding the Nation’s
economy into Millennium 2000.

While it is too early to point to realized
benefits, some gains from the new framework
for occupational analysis can be anticipated.
First and foremost, more informed policy at-
tention will be directed to changing job condi-
tions, availability, and impacts, in our economy.
Intra- and interindustry skill requirements will
be better defined; and future education and
training programs will contribute to enhanced
worker mobility and increased employer will-
ingness to hire outside of traditional industry
patterns of requirements.  Changes at the in-
dustry level will be better accommodated by
the increased mobility opportunities of work-
ers.  Over the long-term, the role of work in
defining socioeconomic status will be dimin-
ished in favor of increasing the economic im-
portance of an individual’s education and
planned acquisition of skills.
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Exhibit 1.  NAICS implementation schedule for major statistical programs

Program       Data reference year     Publication date

Advance employment, receipts, and payroll 1997 1999
Comparative Statistics Report 1997 January 2000
Bridge Between NAICS and SIC 1997 March 2000

Annual Survey of Manufactures 1998 June 2000
Current Industrial Reports 1998 2000
Manufactures Shipments, Inventories, and
  Unfilled Orders 2001 2001

Annual Trade Survey (wholesale) 1998–99 March 2001
Wholesale Trade Monthly 2001 2001
Annual Retail Trade Survey 1998––99 April 2001
Retail Trade Monthly 2001 2001
Transportation Annual Survey 1998––99 February 2001
Service Annual Survey 1998––99 February 2001

County Business Patterns 1998 March 2000
Quarterly Financial Report Fourth-quarter 2000 March 2001
Annual Capital Expenditures Survey 1999 February 2001
Manufacturing and Trade Inventory and Sales 2001 2001
Research and Development Survey 1997––98 April 2001

Foreign Direct Investment Benchmark Survey 1997 1999
U.S. Direct Investment Abroad Benchmark Survey 1999 2001
Annual Foreign Direct Investment Survey 1998 2000
Annual U.S. Direct Investment Abroad Survey 2000 2002
Quarterly Foreign Direct Investment Survey 2001 2001
Quarterly U.S. Direct Investment Abroad Survey 2002 2002
Benchmark Input-Output Accounts 1997 2002
Corporate Profits 1998 2001
State Personal Income 2000 2001
Gross Product Originating by Industry 2001 2002
Real Inventories, Sales, and Inventory-Sales Ratios,
  Manufacturing and Trade 2001 2002
Gross State Product by Industry 2001 2003

Employment and Wages Report (annual) 2000 2001
Current Employment Statistics survey (monthly) 2002 2003
Occupational Employment Statistics (annual) 2002 2003
Producer Price Index/1997 Net Output Indexes (monthly) 1997 2004

BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS PROGRAMS

BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS PROGRAMS

Other programs

Services surveys

Manufacturing surveys

1997 Economic Census

CENSUS BUREAU PROGRAMS
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SOC code                                           Major group

11-0000 Management occupations
13-0000 Business and financial operations occupations
15-0000 Computer and mathematical occupations
17-0000 Architecture and engineering occupations
19-0000 Life, physical, and social science occupations
21-0000 Community and social services occupations
23-0000 Legal occupations
25-0000 Education, training, and library occupations
27-0000 Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media occupations
29-0000 Healthcare practitioner and technical occupations
31-0000 Healthcare support occupations
33-0000 Protective service occupations
35-0000 Food preparation and service related occupations
37-0000 Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations
39-0000 Personal care and service occupations
41-0000 Sales and related occupations
43-0000 Office and administrative support occupations
45-0000 Farming, fishing, and forestry occupations
47-0000 Construction and extraction occupations
49-0000 Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations
51-0000 Production occupations
53-0000 Transportation and material moving occupations
55-0000 Military-specific occupations

Exhibit 2.  Structure of Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) 2000

Exhibit 3.  Intermediate-level Standard Occupational
Classification (SOC) grouping

SOC code                               Intermediate grouping

11-13-000 Management, business, and financial
15-29-000 Professional and related
31-39-000 Service
41-0000 Sales and related
43-0000 Office and administrative support
45-0000 Farming, fishing, and forestry
47-0000 Construction and extraction
49-0000 nstallation, maintenance, and repair
51-0000 Production
53-0000 Transportation and material moving
55-0000 Military
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The first look that NAICS users have had at
data developed under the new industry clas-

sification system is the 1997 Economic Cen-
sus.1   Beginning in early 1999 with the Ad-
vance Report, the U.S. Census Bureau has main-
tained a demanding schedule that culminated
early in 2001 with the full release of the 1997
Economic Census. For the first time, all of the
data from this major periodic effort are being
released on the Internet to facilitate their dis-
semination and use. Table A-1 presents a sam-
ple of the data, sorted by major NAICS sector.

Annex A.

The first NAICS-based data
collection effort

From any of the industry sectors in table
A-1, the analyst can move down to the
subsector level.  For example, the subsectors
underlying the NAICS information sector are
presented in table A-2.

Finally, the subsector data can be further
subdivided into industry groups (four-digit
NAICS) and into international (five-digit) and
U.S. (six-digit) industries. Table A-3 shows what
the data look like for information subsector
514—information services and data process-
ing services.

TTTTTable able able able able A-1.  Economic Census summary statistics, 1997A-1.  Economic Census summary statistics, 1997A-1.  Economic Census summary statistics, 1997A-1.  Economic Census summary statistics, 1997A-1.  Economic Census summary statistics, 1997

21 Mining 25,000 173,988,778 20,798,257 509,006
22 Utilities 15,513 411,713,327 36,594,684 702,703
23 Construction 656,434 858,581,046 174,184,604 5,664,840

31-33 Manufacturing 363,753 3,842,061,405 572,101,070 16,888,016
42 Wholesale trade 453,470 4,059,657,778 214,915,405 5,796,557

44-45 Retail trade 1,118,447 2,460,886,012 237,195,503 13,991,103
48-49 Transportation and warehousing 178,025 318,245,044 82,346,182 2,920,777

51 Information 114,475 623,213,854 129,481,577 3,066,167
52 Finance and insurance 395,203 2,197,771,283 264,551,401 5,835,214
53 Real estate and rental and

  leasing 288,273 240,917,556 41,590,766 1,702,420
54 Professional, scientific, and

  technical services 621,129 595,250,649 231,398,791 5,361,210
55 Management of companies and

  enterprises 47,319 92,473,059 154,177,673 2,617,527
56 Administrative support and

  waste management 276,393 295,936,350 137,336,983 7,347,366
61 Educational services 40,936 20,439,028 6,364,527 321,073
62 Health care and social

  assistance 645,853 885,054,001 378,205,694 13,561,579
71 Arts, entertainment, and

  recreation 99,099 104,715,028 32,787,273 1,587,660
72 Accommodation and food

  services 545,068 350,399,194 97,007,396 9,451,226
81 Other services (except public

  administration) 519,715 265,897,685 65,520,112 3,256,178
Auxiliaries, excluding  corporate,
  subsidiary, and regional
  managing 12,930 11,275,968 33,114,319 792,370

NAICS
code

Description Establish-
ments

Sales,
receipts, or
shipments

($000s)

Annual payroll
($000s)

Paid
employees
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All of these data are accompanied by masses
of documentation and definitions, SIC-based
data for 1992 and 1997, and detailed bridge
tables allowing the data user to go backwards
and forwards from NAICS to SIC and vice versa.
To fully appreciate the breadth and depth of
the data associated with the 1997 Economic
Census, and to begin to appreciate the many
ramifications of the NAICS industry sectoring
scheme, the reader should plan on spending

significant amounts of time at the Census Bu-
reau Web site pages dedicated both to NAICS
( h t t p : / / w w wh t t p : / / w w wh t t p : / / w w wh t t p : / / w w wh t t p : / / w w w. c e n s u s . g o v / e p c d / w w w /. c e n s u s . g o v / e p c d / w w w /. c e n s u s . g o v / e p c d / w w w /. c e n s u s . g o v / e p c d / w w w /. c e n s u s . g o v / e p c d / w w w /
naics.htmlnaics.htmlnaics.htmlnaics.htmlnaics.html) and to the 1997 Economic Cen-
sus (http://wwwhttp://wwwhttp://wwwhttp://wwwhttp://www.census.gov/epcd/www/.census.gov/epcd/www/.census.gov/epcd/www/.census.gov/epcd/www/.census.gov/epcd/www/
econ97.htmlecon97.htmlecon97.htmlecon97.htmlecon97.html).

1 The Economic Census ’97—Two Moments
of Truth: 1954 and 1997 (Census Bureau,
1998).

Description Establish-
ments

Sales,
receipts, or
shipments

($000s)

Annual payroll
($000s)

Paid
employees

TTTTTable able able able able A-2.  Economic Census, information subsector statistics, 1997A-2.  Economic Census, information subsector statistics, 1997A-2.  Economic Census, information subsector statistics, 1997A-2.  Economic Census, information subsector statistics, 1997A-2.  Economic Census, information subsector statistics, 1997

51 Information 114,475 623,213,854 129,481,577 3,066,167
511 Publishing industries 33,896 179,035,423 43,358,072 1,006,214
512 Motion picture and sound

  recording industries 22,204 55,925,533 9,392,048 275,981
51 Broadcasting and

  Telecommunications 43,480 346,315,686 63,479,623 1,434,455
514 Information services and

  data processing services 14,895 41,937,212 13,251,834 349,517

NAICS
code

TTTTTable able able able able A-3.  Economic Census, information services industry statistics, 1997A-3.  Economic Census, information services industry statistics, 1997A-3.  Economic Census, information services industry statistics, 1997A-3.  Economic Census, information services industry statistics, 1997A-3.  Economic Census, information services industry statistics, 1997

514 Information services and data
  processing services 14,895 41,937,212 13,251,834 349,517

5141 Information services 7,307 11,100,567 3,477,977 87,267
51411 News syndicates 527 1,402,374 465,466 9,483
51412 Libraries and archives 2,298 860,933 373,164 22,044
51419 Other information services 4,482 8,837,260 2,639,347 55,740
514191 Online information services 4,165 8,042,568 2,355,992 49,935
514199 All other information services 317 794,692 283,355 5,805
5142 Data processing services 7,588 30,836,645 9,773,857 262,250

Description
Establish-

ments

Sales,
receipts, or
shipments

($000s)

Annual payroll
($000s)

Paid
employees

NAICS
code


